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MEMORISE THIS!

“History is malleable, because memory is subjective” - Unknown

By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

In this edition we’ll be exploring 
the fascinating nature behind our 
memories - why they sometimes 
fail us and ways to improve overall 
recollection.

You may think that you have a very 
good memory. 

Let’s put that to the test - no cheating.

Remember the cover of this 
magazine? It contained a 
floating book in the middle of 
a library of books in a circular 
formation. Remember the 
black cup of coffee on the dark 
wooden desk at the base of 
the image? 

Was the cup of coffee on the desk, 
more to your left- or right-hand side of 
the picture?

If your answer was left or right, you 
may be surprised to find out that there 
was no cup of coffee on the desk at all. 

Our memories are unpredictably 
inclined to suggestion and can be 
rewritten, which is why it’s always 
important to write down what 
you remember as soon as you’ve 
experienced something that you may 
be asked to recall. 

Studies have revealed that everything 
you experience is stored in your short-
term memory for about 20 seconds. 
The hippocampus then decides 
which information to store and 
which information to delete. When 
you brain tries to recall a memory, it 
has to reconstruct a story from the 
stored fragments. Every time you 
remember something it changes the 
biochemistry of the memory making it 
increasingly vulnerable to alteration.

If you’re feeling a sudden mistrust 
in your own cognisance, try to 
remember that it’s good thing that we 
can’t remember everything. 

Researcher Joel Voss said, “Memory 
is not intended to allow you to 
remember what you did last week or 
remember your childhood. The point 
is to help you make good choices 
right now.”

If anything, this knowledge should 
help us to be more empathetic, 
as what may be perceived as 
misinformation often leads us to make 
the assumption of deceit. 

For some fun, watch the link below 
to see how reliable a witness you 
are and to get some tips on how to 
master your memory in ways that can 
help you in your day-to day.

REFERENCES
https://www.alzheimers.net/how-your-brain-edits-memories/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1g0RctovZI


https://www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/mindful-eating/200902/mindful-eating


A few car insurance providers in the United Kingdom have begun to offer customers a 10 to 15 percent 
discount if a dash cam is installed in their vehicles. 

In South Africa, having a dash-cam won’t directly affect your premium, but there are advantages to placing one, or more, 
dashboard cameras in your vehicle. And some of the benefits indirectly affect your premium, which in turn helps keep your 
car insurance rates down. 

https://www.insurance.com/auto-insurance/claims/7-reasons-to-use-a-dash-cam.html
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2010 VOLKSWAGEN 
POLO 1.4 TRENDLINE  

 
37 Year Old Married Male
B, Licence 3 Years
No Claim Bonus 0
Locked garage
Private Use, Tracker Installed
Belhar, 7493

NISSAN X TRAIL  
2.0 VISIA 7S

42 Year Married Female
EB, Licence 16 Years
No Claim Bonus 0
Locked garage
Private Use, Tracker Installed
Hermanus, 7200

2013 VOLKSWAGEN  
POLO 1.2D  
BLUEMOTION

49 Year Married Female
B, Licence 9 Years
No Claim Bonus 0
Locked garage                 
Private Use, No Tracker
Panorama, 7500

2012 TOYOTA 
FORTUNER 3.0D-4D 

47 Year Married Male
B, Licence 9 Years
No Claim Bonus 0
Locked garage
Private Use, Tracker Installed
Ravensmead, 7493

Competitor Standard Offering
SAU Fixed Excess R4000

SAU Standard Excess

PRICE CHECK
F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 9

13,6% 
Cheaper

6,98% 
Cheaper

28,37% 
Cheaper

16,81%  
Cheaper

3 INTERESTING HUMAN MEMORY FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW

https://www.verywellmind.com/facts-about-memory-2795359
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On the lighter side of some

memory fails
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